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DAZCAT 1295 description and specifications:

The D1295 cruising catamaran is an exceptional performance catamaran designed for 
blue water cruising and racing. She has a lower beam to length ratio than other cats 
of the same length, creating less windage and giving her exceptional performance, 
especially upwind. GRP construction is robust but light; the advantages of a light boat 
include the reduction of rig size, loads and wear and tear on lines and gear. It also 
makes it easier for the helm and crew, as reduced sheet and halyard loads make it 
simple to control a boat of her size. It will also keep sailing in very light winds.

The D1295 can be sailed shorthanded, by a family or a group of friends who love the 
exhilaration of sailing a fast, responsive boat. Her speed will allow you to enjoy a larger 
cruising ground and give a greater choice of destinations, whether weekend sailing 
or long distance cruising. Passage times are reduced, less motoring is required and, 
even in the light winds of summer, the Dazcat 1295 will sail very well, maximising your 
enjoyment.

Comfort of ride is also important; increased speeds can make it bumpy so, as with 
most Dazcat designs, the weight is centralised to reduce pitching. This is achieved by 
raising the soles in the centre of the boat and fitting tankage and systems underneath. 
This has the twin benefits of reducing wiring and keeping all the weight central and low 
down; it is not until you sail a Dazcat that you can see how much difference this makes 
compared to other production catamarans.
The interior has been designed to maximise the saloon space, with the galley half set 
down on the raised soles. Lowering this works better than a galley up - when using 
the galley you are lower and your eye height is level with the saloon windows, giving a 
good view of the horizon and thus reducing motion sickness.

Out in the cockpit, further thought has gone into the dual helm and crew positions, 
which are forward, again to centralise weight. A raised cockpit and seating give 
excellent vision all-round, with the main controls right in front of you and giving you 
full control of all lines, making single-handed sailing easy and, more importantly, safer. 
Dual helm positions allow you to move away from the slot effect of the jib, bringing 
the helm into clean air and making it easier and more comfortable to drive the boat 
effectively.

A lot of work has gone into reducing systems weights on the boat. An optional insert 
generator can be fixed to one of the engines combined with Empirbus wiring. This 
system gives all the power one needs along with easy control and supplying power 
to all on board systems. A dual heating and aircon system is also available. All 
components have been chosen for maximum efficiency and reduced weight.
The D1295 is designed to comfortably accommodate your family and friends, with 
berths to sleep up to 8 people - twin double cabins aft and one forward, plus a 
convertible saloon sofa which can convert to a double berth when needed.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND MATERIALS
Each Dazcat is hand crafted by composite engineers and boat builders who 
understand the exacting requirement needed to produce a very strong but lightweight 
structure.
Combined with clever design and material processing, this makes Dazcats half the 
weight of a standard production catamaran, with the strength for offshore cruising and 
racing.
Only high quality materials are used in our boats, and each is specified individually to 
its purpose. Materials include protective 65PA gel coat, vinylester and Isothalic resin 
with multi-axial and uni-directional engineered fabrics. 
Core materials are PVC foam for the hull structure, wet-deck, bridge deck canopy 
and bulkheads. Interior finishes include gel coat, painted, timber, and lined surfaces. 
Carbon reinforcements protect the bridge deck and beam joints; Kevlar hull. Full details 
of materials opposite. Further reinforcements are an option if regular beaching is 
required.
Built using female tooling.
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MODEL:
DESIGNERS:
LOA:
BOA:
WEIGHT - lightship:
DISPLACEMENT:
LWBR:
MAST HEIGHT:             
SAIL AREA:
MAIN SAIL AREA:
FORESAIL AREA:
ASSYMETRIC:

Dazcat 1295
Dazcat Catamarans
12.95m
6.6m
5500kg
7500kg
13-1
16m
82m2 
60m2
30m2
145m2

CONSTRUCTION:
BERTHS:
HEADROOM HULLS:
HEADROOM BRIDGE DECK:
STEERING:
RUDDERS:
FOILS:
AUXILIARY POWER:
UK CA MARKING:
BUILDER:

Composite
6-7
2m
1.95m
Cable
Carbon
Twin carbon dagger boards
2 x 21hp inboard
CAT A
Multimarine

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS IN DETAIL

Hulls: Isothalic Gelcoat Scott Bader 65pa; Vinylesther resin infused 
hull with uni directional carbon in way of high load areas and Multiaxial 
E-Glass, either side of  PVC & PET foam core. Kevlar reinforcement 
below water line. Finished with Coppercoat antifouling.

Coachroof and Cockpit: Gelcoat Scott Bader 65pa, Isothalic 489pa 
resin; Multiaxial E-Glass, vacuumed  PVC & PTE foam core. 
Unidirectinal carbon reinforcements in high load areas with Vinylesther 
resin.

Bulkheads, Bunk tops, floors, shelves, seats, navigation and 
galley units: Isothalic 489pa resin, Multiaxial E-Glass, vacuumed 
PVC & PTE foam core. Unidirectinal carbon reinforcements in high 
load areas with Vinylesther resin.















D1295 SPECIFICATIONS
£698,480 ex VAT
ENGINES:
Twin Nanni 21HP including start panels etc
Shaft drives
Engines under mid-floor
PROPELLERS:
Folding 2 bladed ‘Varifold’ 15” for lowest drag 
when sailing
FUEL SYSTEM:
Twin Tek Tank  60 litre plastic fuel tanks
positioned under floor
DECK GEAR:
Harken 46st winches x 4
Harken 40st winches x 4
Harken blocks and traveller cars 32mm Big 
Boat,etc
Antal Low Friction rings
Whichard U-bolts
Lewmar port lights x 4
Spinlock jammers for main, topping lift, jib, 
spinnaker halyards, 3 x twin line reefing main 
sheet main traveller, spinnaker tack line and  
dagger boards 
COCKPIT:
Seating, storage beneath, inc. Self-draining 
gas locker
Helm and crew positions raised for good 
visibility
Helm can control sails and sheets including 
main & halyards
Moulded console with steering wheel, engine 
panels and Morse controls 
Main traveller and dagger board up control 
lines and jammers
Manual bilge pumps, Whale
Stern cleats
Bimini with 380w of semi flexiabe solar 
panels
Carbon Davits, with lifting blocks suitable for 
lightweight tender.
Transom Shower with hot & cold water
Winch handles x 3
Rope bags and winch pockets
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS:
240 volt house systems with 4 x sockets, 
shore power plug and lead, to Mastervolt  
invertor and charger.
Advanced alternator to battery charging
EmpirBus digital electronic node based  
switching Via Murphy 4” screen

Interior LED lighting & wiring
Start batteries 2 x 55 amp traction
House battery 1 x 200amp Lithium 
Fusion stereo with saloon and cockpit 
speakers.
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS: 
Navigation lights, LED
Chart light
Twin helm station compasses, Plastimo 
Offshore 135
Optional electronics see options 
ANCHOR LOCKER:
In beam with hatch cover 20 kg Kobra anchor 
Electric windlass Quick Genius GP2 800
8mm chain x 30m
50m anchor warp
FOREDECK:
Large self-draining fender locker with deck 
access hatch
6 x fenders
4 x 10m mooring lines
Bow and mid cleats Stainless Steel
Net fixed to hulls and pole
MAIN SAIL & SELF TACKING JIB
60m2 mainsail, with 3 reefs and full-length 
battens 
30m2 jib
In Performance Cruising laminate 
Stack Pack for mainsail (choice of colours)
SPINNAKER KIT
Asymmetric A3 spinnaker 145m2
Carbon Epoxy spinnaker pole with carbon 
seagull striker 
Seagull striker bridle wires and hull fittings, 
Marlow SK78Max 
Spinnaker tack block line and jammer
Spinnaker sheet blocks, Harken Black Magic 
57mm
MAST AND RIGGING:
Carbon mast 17m, with composite standing 
rigging
Antal HS22 batten car sliders
Dyneema halyards for mainsail and jib
Spinlock halyard jammers returned onto 
coach roof
Seldon Alloy boom 
Mantagua LED  Navigation tri-colour and all 
round white light
Steaming bi-colour, Sapphire, LED
VHF aerial
Hawk Windex

FOILS AND STEERING:
Fixed semi balanced Carbon /Epoxy rudders 
and Stocks
Jeffa self-aligning roller bearings and tubes
Dyneema  cable steering system 
Twin stainless steel steering wheels 
Twin symmetrical, retractable, Carbon / Epoxy  
dagger boards, control lines lead aft
FRESH WATER SYSTEMS:
Twin 250 litre fresh water tanks,
30 litre hot water clarifier and Whale pressure 
pump for fresh hot water supplied to both 
galley and heads/shower
FIXINGS:
All A4 stainless steel
INTERNAL LAYOUT
HEADS COMPARTMENT:
Moulded vanity units with hemispherical sink, 
shower and tap
Electric toilet with overboard discharge and 
black water holding tank
LED lighting
Hull port light fixed
Round Lewmar opening deck hatch
Moulded heads sole with grey water sump 
and automatic pump.
UPHOLSTERY AND HULL LININGS: 
Saloon seating, choice of colours, Dolce soft 
touch fabric
Upholstered forward and aft double 
mattresses in hulls
Short fur cabin side linings
STARBOARD HULL FWD ZONE: 
Bed with 4” mattress and storage underneath
Seat and storage 
Hull side shelves port & starboard
Hull short fur side-lining
LED lighting
Fixed port light
PORT HULL MID ZONE: 
Navigation Station, Storage and Systems:
Moulded navigation station 
Storage
EmpirBus digital Electronic Instrument switch-
ing Via Murphy 4” screen
Flexi chart lighting
Timber and foam sandwich cupboard doors, 
outboard
Hanging lockers out board
Storage shelves out board
Systems locker
Battery stowage
Switch panel node system

Dagger board and case
LED lighting
Saloon access steps
Access hatches to bilge 
60 litre fuel tank, Tek Tanks
STARBOARD HULL AFT ZONE: 
Aft cabin:
Step down access to aft cabin
Seat and storage shelves
Large bed with 4” mattress and 
Storage underneath
LED lighting
Hull, short fur side-lining
Opening port light to cockpit
Steering access hatch
Escape hatch, BSI Moonlight
PORT HULL AFT ZONE:
Aft cabin:
Aft cabin:
Step down access to aft cabin
Seat and storage shelves
Bed with mattress and storage underneath
LED lighting
Opening port light to cockpit
Fixed hull port light
Steering access hatch
Escape hatch, BSI Moonlight
Hull, short fur side-lining
SALOON:
Moulded and upholstered saloon seating unit  
storage underneath
Fixed Saloon table
Forward opening port lights x 2 in saloon
Deck hatches x 2 
Recessed Perspex rear, side & forward windows
LED lighting
Hull access down two steps to port & starboard
STARBOARD HULL MID ZONE: 
Galley:
Moulded galley unit, with moulded sink & worktop 
surface in “Polystone”
Hot and cold mixer tap
Eno Gas 3-ring burner 
Frigoboat 130 ltr stainless steel fridge with keel 
cooler, 
Storage under worktop
LED lighting
Timber and foam sandwich cupboard doors, 
outboard
Dagger board and case
Access hatches to bilge
30 litre calorifier
60 litre fuel tank, Tek Tanks 



Dagger board and case
LED lighting
Saloon access steps
Access hatches to bilge 
60 litre fuel tank, Tek Tanks
STARBOARD HULL AFT ZONE: 
Aft cabin:
Step down access to aft cabin
Seat and storage shelves
Large bed with 4” mattress and 
Storage underneath
LED lighting
Hull, short fur side-lining
Opening port light to cockpit
Steering access hatch
Escape hatch, BSI Moonlight
PORT HULL AFT ZONE:
Aft cabin:
Aft cabin:
Step down access to aft cabin
Seat and storage shelves
Bed with mattress and storage underneath
LED lighting
Opening port light to cockpit
Fixed hull port light
Steering access hatch
Escape hatch, BSI Moonlight
Hull, short fur side-lining
SALOON:
Moulded and upholstered saloon seating unit  
storage underneath
Fixed Saloon table
Forward opening port lights x 2 in saloon
Deck hatches x 2 
Recessed Perspex rear, side & forward windows
LED lighting
Hull access down two steps to port & starboard
STARBOARD HULL MID ZONE: 
Galley:
Moulded galley unit, with moulded sink & worktop 
surface in “Polystone”
Hot and cold mixer tap
Eno Gas 3-ring burner 
Frigoboat 130 ltr stainless steel fridge with keel 
cooler, 
Storage under worktop
LED lighting
Timber and foam sandwich cupboard doors, 
outboard
Dagger board and case
Access hatches to bilge
30 litre calorifier
60 litre fuel tank, Tek Tanks 
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Just sailing

Interior tour with designer Darren Newton
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